Combustible Dust Awareness Quick Guide
What is a Dust Explosion?

How an Explosion Occurs

The ignition and very rapid burning of a dust cloud in an enclosure or
container causing a pressure rise (i.e., shock wave) that bursts or
ruptures the enclosure or container. The event’s first explosion is
called the primary explosion, which can start a chain reaction of
secondary explosions.

A dust explosion can occur when
the five basic conditions of the
‘Dust Explosion Pentagon’ come
together in a “perfect storm”
scenario.

In order to explode, the dust cloud needs certain characteristics:
•
•
•

The dust must be relatively dry – less of a factor at smaller
particle sizes and more of a factor at large particle sizes.
The dust particle size must be fine enough to be airborne –
typically secondary dust – see definition below.
The airborne concentration must be at its Minimum Explosive
Concentration (MEC). The dust cloud is “in the range” when you
can’t see a 25 watt light bulb six feet away.

Combustible wood dust can be categorized as:
•

•

Primary dust: Created by production or other work processes.
Found on floors and surfaces near or below the dust producing
or waste handling equipment, they are the source for
secondary dusts. While primary dusts may consist primarily of
greener, moister and coarser particulate, unmanaged primary
dusts will over time release the finer, drier secondary dusts if
they are not promptly abated and are disturbed.
Secondary dust: The finer, drier dusts that are broadly
dispersed and that settle away from the production area
[usually rafters, ceilings, and beam, ductwork, walls, joints, top
of machinery]. Secondary dusts are often the fuel source for
serious fires and explosions: where “secondary” dusts are
present at 1/8” over 5% of the work area they present a
significant fire/explosion hazard.

Figure 1: Dust Explosion Pentagon

1. Fuel, e.g., combustible dust
2. Ignition source, e.g., spark,
friction, hot surfaces, open
flame
3. Oxidant, e.g., oxygen in air
4. Dispersion, e.g., a dust cloud
of dry wood dust at or above
its Minimum Explosive
Concentration (MEC)
5. Confinement, e.g., closed
room, inside equipment or
dust collector
Combustible dust is a finely
divided particulate solid (e.g.,
typically the size of granulated
sugar or smaller) that presents a
flash fire hazard or explosion
hazard when suspended in air.

Primary Explosion: The event’s first explosion typically occurs in a dust collection system or processing equipment
where dust clouds can easily form, or a small area where accumulated fugitive dust is disturbed to form a dust cloud.

Secondary Explosion: The primary explosion’s shock wave will disturb accumulated (secondary) dust in the
surrounding area creating another dust cloud. The shock wave is followed by burning dust thrown by the primary
explosion, igniting the newly formed dust cloud and causing a secondary explosion. In similar fashion to the primary
explosion, secondary explosions can trigger more secondary explosions. All large scale dust explosions result from
chain reactions of this type.
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How to Prevent an Explosion
Prevent one explosion pentagon element from existing and an explosion is not possible.
“The most effective mitigation strategy is to minimize dust accumulation.”
•
•
•

Dust collection systems that capture the dust at the source and transport the dust to a
collection point for disposal are the “first best solution where practicable.”
Passive containment systems prevent the primary dust from spreading and allow for manual
removal.
Good housekeeping practices prevent fugitive secondary dusts from accumulating to unsafe
levels in the general work area.

Good housekeeping practices means: regularly scheduled, in areas known for primary and secondary dust
accumulation, using appropriate methods that prevent or minimize the generation of dust clouds.
•
•

Sometimes, for a variety of reasons, secondary dust may accumulate and some event will
disperse that accumulation into a dust cloud.
Some methods of preventing the accumulation of combustible dust actually create an
environment where the ignition source is the only missing element (e.g., a dust collector). For
these reasons, there also needs to be a program to manage potential ignition sources, including:
• Hot works
• Hot equipment
• Hot Surfaces

• Mechanical sparks
• Overheating (e.g., friction)
• Electrical equipment

• Open flames/heating equip.
• Facility lighting
• Tramp Metal

Combustible Dust Accumulation Vigilance – What to Look For
1.

General Housekeeping – if there is too much dust accumulation (i.e., secondary dust levels
approaching 1/8” over 5% of the area, or 1000 ft2, whichever is smaller), determine why and
correct.

2.

Dust Collection Systems
a. If dust is not being captured at the source, determine why and correct.
b. If dust is building up inside the duct work, determine why and correct.
c. If dust is escaping the duct work or collector, determine why and correct.
d. If tramp metal or other contaminants (i.e., potential ignition sources) are getting into the
dust collection system, determine why and correct.
If there is a history of fires in the facility, investigate their causes and correct. Why? If conditions
had been a little different, it may have been an explosion instead of a fire.

3.

Learn from these near misses!!
Major Explosion Hazard
∗ Excessive secondary dust levels (See item #1 above)
∗ Presence of significant dust cloud(s)
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